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Native News on May 18.

Northern Arapaho Tribe Reports Fifth COVID-19 related death

spot by Cooper McKim on May 15

aired on National Public Radio's

(P.S. – Don't miss the mini catch up fund drive June 23 - 25, complete with Pet Wednesday!)

Christina Kuzmych, As always, stay well, and thank you!

Please feel free to contact me with any questions or comments at ckuzmych@uwyo.edu

"The Creator Let Them Go Together:" A Family Remembers Three Loved Ones Lost To COVID-19

If you missed them, all are available online. Music gains traction on radio, as it reflects communities and provides a shared cultural experience. Amidst all the local and national activity, we have the 4

Opera airs on Classical Wyoming on Saturdays, and can be heard on radio in Green River, Jackson, and a

Met archives. The 2020/21 season will be delayed until December 31, 2020. The Metropolitan

For opera lovers, this is a wonderful opportunity to revisit some of the best performances from the

we're thrilled to feature Wyoming artists to help build awareness for their craft.

importance of strong reporting and production teams at local stations—something that donors have

materializing, creating an audience bump nationally, and locally. This brings us right back to the

Considered

We carefully follow audience reaction to changes. The results of Jacob's Media second "flash poll" of

Fellow. The Nieman Foundation for Journalism at Harvard, home to internationally recognized

her audio documentary that examines how the highly mobile lives of homeless kids and migrant

done, indeed! (See news release.)

see that three of these reporting positions were created through foundation and donor support. Well

Tennessee Watson, and Bob Beck. It's a proud moment for WPM professionally, and prouder still to

categories. This year's honorees include Melodie Edwards, Catherine Wheeler, Cooper McKim,

Regional Edward R. Murrow awards in the small market category, in the areas of Investigative

It's like a walk down the red carpet for radio! Wyoming Public Media won a station record of six

you" to you – donors who go the extra mile to enable Wyoming to have a superb group of reporters

Regulations

We're thrilled to be named a finalist for the Best National News Series Edward R. Murrow

for the best local political environment, public radio's national WPM stories and 27 Things.

I leave you with a few WPM stories that I find particularly interesting or poignant. This time, though,

I'm offering stories that our Program Director Grady Kirkpatrick found interesting, and shared with our

It's a Wyoming Public Media Summer paranormal program on our sister station KUWR, so we're

WPM has plans in the works for a broadcast that acknowledges distancing

I leave you with a few WPM stories that I find particularly interesting or poignant. This time, though,

I'm offering stories that our Program Director Grady Kirkpatrick found interesting, and shared with our

If you missed them, all are available online.

Music gains traction on radio, as it reflects communities and provides a shared cultural experience. Amidst all the local and national activity, we have the 4

Opera airs on Classical Wyoming on Saturdays, and can be heard on radio in Green River, Jackson, Lander, Laramie, Rawlins, and Rawlins Springs and the other three floating from cowboy to the music in 3. "We Sew Together," Classical Wyoming, "Joyce, and Wyoming Sounds, and are all in station rotation. Separate radio programs will take the lead. Coupled with strong local news coverage, this combination

We're thrilled to be named a finalist for the Best National News Series Edward R. Murrow

WPM has plans in the works for a broadcast that acknowledges distancing